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Temporal variations in Swedish consonant 
clusters: preliminary data 
Robert Bannert, Peter Czigler, Nicolette Karst, Tomas Landgren. 
Department of Phonetics, Umed University. 

Abstract 
There is a lack of phonetic knowledge about consonant clusters in Swedish. The 
research project "Variations within consonant clusters in Swedish (VaKoS)" aims 
at providing new quantitative insights into this area of Swedish phonology and 
phonetics. 

This report presents the temporal variations of /s, t, n/ in the speech of two 
Standard Swedish speakers. The material consists of 62 testwords including 
singletons and consonant clusters under various conditions: in initial, medial and 
final word positions; with and without focus accent, and various degrees of cluster 
complexity. 

Introduction 
The research project VaKoS (Variations within 
consonant clusters in Swedish) was launched in 
order to provide quantitative phonetic data on 
Swedish consonant clusters. Consonants are 
being studied under various conditions: as 
single consonants and in clusters of various 
degrees of complexity; in word positions initial, 
medial, final; with and without focus accent; in 
controlled, read-aloud material and spontaneous 
speech. Temporal variations of the consonants 
and variations as a consequence of phonological 
processes will be investigated quantitatively. 
One major part of the material to be investigated 
consists of the material of five male and five 
female speakers of standard central Swedish 
who read 62 testwords in a carrier sentence with 
and without focus accent. Thirty minutes of 
spontaneous speech was also recorded from 
each speaker. The labelled and analysed 
material will be collected in DUKoS, the 
database in Umeh of consonant clusters in 
Swedish. 

Czigler (1993a,b) presented preliminary data 
on temporal variations within consonants 
clusters. He measured the durations of Is, t, W as 
singletons and in clusters in medial position 
with and without focus accent. He showed that 
duration varies in a systematic way between 
different conditions. The effect of focus accent 
was shown to amount to a linear increase of 
about 40 ms in segment and cluster duration. 
Czigler also showed that the first consonant in a 
cluster following a short stressed vowel, which 

is heard as long, has the same duration as the 
corresponding short single consonant. 

Aim 
The aim of analysing the controlled, read-aloud, 
as well as the spontaneous material, is to 
provide measurements of consonant durations as 
singletons and in clusters. Based upon these 
data, the temporal behaviour of the consonant 
segments will be described by formulating rules 
in order to capture their systematic, linear 
behaviour. This report presents preliminary 
durational data from the controlled material 
produced by one male and one female speaker. 

Material and informants 
According to our phonemic analysis, the 
Standard Central Swedish consonant system 
contains 23 consonant phonemes. Contrary to 
some other analyses, the five retroflex conso- 
nants It, Q, q, g, 11 are considered phonemes. 
However, these retroflex consonants can also 
appear in the surface structure of speech as a 
result of the phonological process of retro- 
flexation across morpheme and word boundaries 
(Eliasson, 1986). Due to distributional 
constraints, 17 consonants can appear in initial 
position, 21 consonants in medial and final 
position, respectively. 

Investigating the temporal patterns of all 
possible consonant clusters would amount to an 
immensely laborious task. In order to optimize 
research efforts, some representative clusters 
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Table 1. Single consonants, consonant clusters and the testwordsused in controlled read-aloud 
material. 

Initial Medial Final 
Cluster V V V: V V: 

s satt s passa fasa s kass fas 
P pack P tappa raps P PaPP rap 
t tack t satta rata t katt lat 
k katt k tacka maka k tack tak 
n natt n panna mana n sann van 

C 1 lack 1 kalla sala 1 kall kal 
SP spann sp haspa SP hasp 
st stam st pasta st kas t 
sk skatt sk maska sk mask 

PS napsa 
ts satsa 
ks vaxa 

sn snack sl tesla 
sl sladd sn lessna 

PS raps 
ts Mats 
ks lax 

ns dansa ns dans 
CC 1s valsa 1s vals 

SPr spratt 
str straff str mastra 
skr skratt 

ksn baxna 
ntr kantra 

CCC nsk danska nsk dansk 
CCCC mstr hamstra 

were selected. When the single consonants are 
added, 62 testwords were dealt with. Table 1 
shows the single consonants, the consonant 
clusters and the testwords. The first part of the 
recordings with read-aloud speech consisted of 
blocks of the 62 testwords with and without 
focus accent, repeated five times. Every speaker 
consequently contributed 620 words. The order 
of presentation of the testwords was randomized 
for each repetition. To make it easy for the 
subject to produce the utterances with the focus 
accent on the testword or on the word 
immediatly following the testword, the carrier 
sentences were made as answers to two different 
questions. The question used to elicit the 
utterance with focus on the testword was 'Vad 
sa du igt? '  (What did you say yesterday?) and 
its obvious answer was 'Jag sa - igbr.' (I said - 
yesterday.) A similar questiodanswer pair gave 
us the testword without focus. The question 
'N& sa du -?' (When did you say -?) led to the 
answer 'Jag sa - igdr.' (I said -yesterday.) The 
words written in italics are those which ought to 
be focused when the testword is out of focus. 
All recordings took place in a sound-proof room 
using a Neumann U 87 microphone plugged into 

a Panasonic sv-3700 DAT-recorder. From DAT 
the speech was transferred to SUN 
SPARCstations and digitalized at a sampling 
frequency of 48 000 Hz. 

Analysis 
Acoustic analysis was carried out using the 
ESPS/Waves+ in a Unix environment. Utter- 
ances were labelled according to a segmentation 
manual containing the exact description and 
sample documentation of all the acoustic criteria 
used. The labelled and analysed material will be 
available at a later date on CD-ROM. 

Results 
Preliminary results are provided for two 
speakers and the consonants Is, t, d .  For the 
stop, only the occlusion is treated here. Figures 
1-3 show the collapsed data for both speakers. 
Mean durations for each consonant are given in 
each context. The different contexts and the 
proper testwords can easily be inferred from 
Table 1. The first five contexts in the left part of 
the figures show the single consonants, their 
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Figure I. Mean values of /s/ friction duration (ms) with and without focus in different contexts. 
Statistically signijicant differences (p  c .05) are marked with * (n.b. different numbers of observa- 
tions in the different contexts). 

Figure 2. Mean values of /t/ occlusion duration (ms) with and without focus in different contexts. 
Statistically significant differences (p  c .05) are marked with * (n.b. different numbers of observa- 

- tions in the digerent contexts). 
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Figure 3. Mean values of /n/ duration (ms) with and without focus in different contexts. Statistically 
significant differences ( p  < .05) are marked with * (n.b. difSerent numbers of observations in the 
different contexts). 

position and the long/short vowel distinction. 
Note also that /s/ appears in ten different con- 
texts, whereas due to phonotactic constraints /t/ 
and /n/ appear in only eight contexts. The 
number of observations differs between the 
different contexts (cf. table 1). Statistically 
significant differences between the segment 
duration with and without focus are indicated. 

In most contexts segment duration is signi- 
ficantly longer in focus position than out of 
focus. These differences seem to be less stable 
for In/ than for Is/ and It/. 

Discussion 
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